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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Within the eschatology
of the three world religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam,
there is found a common thread concerning an individual
judgment day and the final destiny of humankind. Many
throughout the ages have tried to determine when these end
times would be based on prophecy, clues and descriptions.
From the prophets and prophecies within the Judaic scriptures
found in the Tanakh, we find a remarkable vision of both the
wrath of God and a seemingly unattainable vision of a golden
age where humanity will finally live together in a paradise. As
Christianity and Islam are within the same religious stream the
archangels guided humanity through, these three world
religions carry similar beliefs surrounding these prophetic end
time events. End Times 5775 has decoded these prophetic
visions using the ancient Judaic Jubilee calendar along with
the prophecies of the book of Daniel. Verified by the Christian
book of Revelation, modern prophecies and scientific bible
codes found by Torah researchers in Israel, this year, 2014 CE,
has been found to be the start of those elusive end times
forseen by...
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Reviews
An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is the greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he
finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe
This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the
fifty percent in the ebook. I am easily will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyma n O 'Conner III
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